
Memory Card Series
(microSDHC / SDXC )
A perfect partner for your mobile devices

Excellent read and write performance

TEAMGROUP micro SDXC/SDHC it’s a 
high-performance memory card satisfies the 
high-speed access requirement of smartphones, 
tablets, cameras, drones and vehicle video 
recorders.

TEAMGROUP micro SDXC/SDHC 
memory cards allow you to record 
and take Full HD videos and photos 
with no worries at all.



Main Feature
Life Time

warranty

More storage space for more happiness

All-around protection for 
your precious memory

Enough to satisfy the high-speed access requirement of smartphones, 
tablets and vehicle recorders.
Lifetime warranty
*Speeds based on internal testing. Actual performance may vary.

TEAMGROUP memory cards are shockproof, 
temperature-proof, waterproof, magnetic proof 
and X-ray-proof which offer your precious files an 
all-around protection.

Capacity from 16GB up to 128GB, 
TEAMGROUP micro SDXC/SDHC memory 
cards provide large storage space and meet 
all the needs of a mobile lifestyle. Store all 
the happy moments in TEAMGROUP's high 
capacity memory cards.

Specification
Model
Capacity
Interface
Voltage
Operation Temperature
Storage Temperature
Data Transfer Rate

Weight
Dimensions
Compatibility

Write Protect

Warranty

Micro SDHC/SDXC UHS-I U1/HS C10
UHS-I U1 C10 : 16GB/32GB/64GB/128GB[1]

UHS-I(16~128GB)
2.7V~3.6V
0°C ~ 70°C
-40°C ~ 85°C 
16GB R/W : up to 80/15 MB/s
32GB~128GB R/W : up to 100/20 MB/s[2]

1g
15(L) x 11(W) x 1(H) mm
UHS-I memory cards:
Compatible with microSDHC /SDXC UHS-1 enabled host
devices.
Micro SD (No)
Micro SD to SD Adapter (Yes)
Lifetime warranty



[1] Part of the capacity of FLASH storage products will be used for formatting or other functions, and the displayed capacity in the operating system will be less 
than the actual storage capacity due to unit conversion. It is recommended to calculate the actual storage capacity based on this equation: total 
bytes/1024/1024/1024.
Transmission speed will vary according to different hardware / software conditions, therefore the data can only used for basic reference.[2] 

※The format for optimal usage might be different based on the devices. To ensure the proper work of the card, please do the formatting before applying to the device. We 

   reserve the right to modify product specifications without prior notice.

※We reserve the right to modify product specifications without prior notice.

Ordering Information
Team P/NCapacityColorDescription

TUSDH16GUHS03

TUSDH32GUHS03

TUSDX64GUHS03

TUSDX128GUHS03

TUSDH16GCL10U02

TUSDH32GCL10U02

TUSDH16GCL10U03

TUSDX64GCL10U03

TEAM MICRO SDHC 16GB UHS-I
RETAIL W/1Adapter

TEAM MICRO SDHC 32GB UHS-I 
RETAIL W/1Adapter

TEAM MICRO SDXC 64GB UHS-I 
RETAIL W/1Adapter

TEAM MICRO SDXC 128GB UHS-I 
RETAIL W/1Adapter

TEAM MICRO SDHC 16GB CLASS10 
UHS-I RETAIL W/0Adapter

TEAM MICRO SDHC 32GB CLASS10 
UHS-I RETAIL W/0Adapter

TEAM MICRO SDHC 16GB CLASS10 
UHS-I RETAIL W/1Adapter

TEAM MICRO SDXC 64GB CLASS10 
UHS-I RETAIL W/1Adapter

16GB

32GB

64GB

128GB

16GB

32GB

16GB

TUSDH32GCL10U03
TEAM MICRO SDHC 32GB CLASS10 
UHS-I RETAIL W/1Adapter

32GB

64GB

TUSDX128GCL10U03
TEAM MICRO SDXC 128GB CLASS10 
UHS-I RETAIL W/1Adapter

128GB

ORANGE

BLACK

Above technical information is based on industry standard data and tested to be reliable. However, Team makes no warranty, either 
expressed or implied, as to its accuracy and assumes no liability in connection with the use of this product.
Team reserves the right to make changes in specifications at any time without prior notice.

CAN ICES-3(B)/NMB-3(B)


